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CARING FOR YOURSELF  AS A LEADER 

4.16   DRIVERS OF OVERBUSYNESS 

Diligence reasons (but perhaps with some wrong underlying theology): 

• A real love for people that has got skewed. Out of control diligence, a la Martha 
• Servant-heartedness in a church that has more need than pastoral capacity 
• Wrong view about what God expects of us 
• "My role in life is to make other people's lives easier. If I say no to them I feel guilty for failing 

them" 
• Not wanting to burden others 
• Having a naturally high capacity 
• Messiah complex - belief that there is need to be met that is potentially infinite in scope and that 

we must meet it 
• Not wanting to work less hard than others on the team, thereby burdening them (Hard if they are 

working over the odds) 
• Being competent. Lots of things are easier to do than delegate 

Heart reasons: 

• Long term lack of being spiritually fed leads to replacing spiritual life with Christian busyness and 
activity 

• Fear / anxiety / guilt / insecurity 
• Desire to avoid criticism 
• Lack of desire / fear of confronting and renegotiating unreasonable expectations 
• Sin 
• Fear of / reaction against temptation to laziness 
• Unaware of own limitations or where we meet the law of diminishing return 
• Lack of Sabbath; no understanding of what the Bible says about Sabbath / rhythms of life 
• Wanting to do it all ourselves. Control 
• Trying to prove your worth in a team environment leading to ever-upwards spiral 
• Pride / humility issues 
• Unwillingness to say no 
• Procrastination - often driven by job-related emotional depletion. Forces more into less time 
• Over-estimating our own importance 
• Lack of discernment about what to do and not do. Leading to working at the maximum all the time. 

Permanently on mission, never in barracks 
• Perceived peer pressure or comparison with the highest capacity person in the church (but never 

querying whether their patterns are good patterns) 
• Need to prove ourselves and be seen to be busy and conscientious 
• Desire for success, measurability and possibly praise and glory. "I'm exhausted" easily becomes a 

badge of honour in pastoral work where there are limited measures of success 
• Perfectionism 
• Finding our identity / salvation in our ministry 
• Needing to be needed 

External reasons: 

• Unmeetable expectations from church that cannot or will not increase its leadership capacity but 
expects current leaders to infinitely expand what they deliver. Church expecting too much 

• An influx of confidential pastoral need that you can't drop other things to deal with but nobody 
knows the extra burden you are carrying 
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• Emergency things at church with nobody else to do them but no slack or capacity built into regular 
work patterns to take account of them. Ok if emergencies are infrequent but not if they are 
common 

• People at church giving up responsibilities with no notice, warning or transition management and 
you being the person they automatically default back to. Things that it are impossible to decline 

• Others not taking responsibility 
• Not delegating appropriately 
• Ministry invading home to an inappropriate degree / lack of home-work boundary 
• People from church expecting your home (and family) to be used for church business 
• Mission creep - responsibilities that expanded unexpectedly without renegotiation 

Church / Ecclesiological reasons: 

• Lack of understanding of priesthood of all believers / every member ministry 
• Church hierarchy structures that assume an unbiblical level of responsibility devolves on the 

minister / the few 
• Other people in the church being unwilling to exercise their ministries but insisting that ministry is 

fulfilled on their behalf by someone else 
• Lack of mutually responsible plural eldership 
• Lack of JD meaning no shared expectations about what is and is not possible 
• Models established by what you assumed was expected with you when you were young in ministry 

- ie trying to please the boss 
• Models established by other employment sectors 
• Churches accumulating activities more rapidly than stopping them 
• Church growth exceeding the building leadership capacity 
• People in church assuming Sunday is your day off because they serve in church in some capacity on 

their day off. Leading to 24/7 working 
• Wrong assumptions about leadership - it is employed to do the ministry for everyone else; it has all 

the spiritual giftedness, etc 

Lack of structure / organisational system reasons: 

• Lack of structure; out of control life has become self-sustaining and self-replicating 
• Too many inputs (people, projects, email, phone) leading to lack of time, ability or capacity to swap 

between them. Input-paralysis 
• Too many outputs - multiple competing expectations and demands on time. Too many projects, 

people, groups and meetings to attend, pastoral needs to meet leading to drain and lack of capacity 
to swap between them 

• Highly flexible, irregular hours and working patterns, strongly exacerbated by no home/work 
boundaries 

• Disorganisation and poor planning; Disorganised people react to things rather than proactively 
change the chaos. Therefore more and more builds up 

• No JD, line management, SMART aims or accountability structures inside or outside the church to 
ascertain when you have done enough / are doing too much 

• Itinerancy 
• Time-wasting (social media is a killer for this) 

Other reasons: 

• Being single and all your friends being connected to your ministry. Ie your ministry is your 
friendship group and your life erases all boundaries 

• Comparing yourself - or others comparing you - unfavourably with unrealistic expectations from 
favourite preachers, missionary biographies or internet heroes 

• Other people have no idea what fills your week or how much you are doing. Desire for visible 
activity so they think they are getting value for money 

• Age robbing us of energy and capacity for things we previously were capable of 
• No models from other leaders who are publicly, unashamedly model that good rest is essential 
• Lack of team leader who ensures others on the team rest 
• Lack of practical teaching for leaders on how to do these things and how to say no 


